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MERCHANT SOLUTIONS
Founded in 1996, Eltorque develops, manufactures and markets flow control 
systems to the international shipbuilding and onshore industries. 

Headquartered in Trondheim, Norway, the company has a global presence with offices in China, 
Singapore and USA.

To date, more than 80,000 Eltorque electric actuators have been installed onboard more than 500 
vessels across a broad range of segments.

High-quality flow control solutions based on a robust technical platform at an affordable price is the 
foundation of the company mission. Growing from a pure valve actuation focus, we have expanded 
the delivery scope to cover “near-by” products and systems, such as complete tank level gauging, 
water ingress/flooding monitoring and refrigerated sea water systems.

We work with all major suppliers of Integrated Automation Systems (IAS), and all systems provided 
by us can communicate with any other relevant systems onboard by well-defined protocols. Our 
solution can interface towards any systems on board for stability, structural integrity, anti-heeling, 
fire-detection, emergency shutdown systems and more. 

For the ship owners, yards and designers within the Merchant segment, our 
philosophy is to provide a tried-and-tested, intelligent and future-oriented 
flow control solution. 

• Replace inefficient manual operations with automated control. Valve control, tank gauging, 
flooding detection, pump control, temperature measurement are among the Eltorque scope 
of delivery.

• Build the valve control upon electric, electro-hydraulic, hydraulic and pneumatic actuators, and 
integrate seamlessly with scalable control systems. 

• Increase performance, functionality and system feedback by choosing the most adequate 
solution for your vessel, full flexibility is on offer. 

• Eltorque seeks to be a complete flow control solutions provider for ships of tomorrow.
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ACTUATORS AND VALVES
From inception, Eltorque has focused on developing electric actuators. Such actuators have many 
benefits compared to the alternatives available, especially related to functionality, maintenance, 
system footprint and lifetime cost. 

However, we are now offering a full line of actuators, including electric, pneumatic, hydraulic and 
electro-hydraulic units. This means no limitations for our customers, and full flexibility.

Eltorque can also pair actuators with valves according to size, material and type required. Several of 
our customers have experienced the benefits of having pre-assembled pairs of actuators and valves, 
which are tested and verified before delivery. We are working with leading valve manufacturers on 
what we call our “fit-for-purpose” to ensure quality and timely delivery.

The expanded product line offers the flexibility of electric actuators, which are connected in 
a network using CANopen protocol, and hydraulic and pneumatic units that offers digital direct 
communication from our Valve Position Indicator (magnetic proximity sensor – no limit switches).

Full flexibility

HYBRID CABLE
All Eltorque electric actuators are using a dedicated “all-in-one” Hybrid cable for power and control/
communication. This maritime approved cable reduces installation cost, weight and complexity. It 
is also fire and flame retardant according to IEC60332-3.24.

For electric actuator power and control

VALVE CONTROL SYSTEM
Eltorque can provide customers with a fully customized flow control solution with no limitations. An 
important part of this is the control system portfolio. All remote control and monitoring is done via 
the same E-VCS control system and integrated seamlessly. 

E-VCS offers a dedicated remote control of Eltorque actuators utilizing all available functionality. By 
using Type/Class approved touch panels and vessel-specific user interfaces (graphics), we ensure 
an easy operation of valves with real-time feedback. 

No limitations

Example of Valve Control System: Valves/Actuators connected to vessel specific user interface.
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TANK GAUGING SYSTEM
We offer a dedicated E-TGS Tank Gauging System to monitor the level of any liquid level by use 
of electronic pressure sensors, radars or level switches. Graphical presentation in a stand-alone 
system or integration within our E-VCS Valve Control System is offered.

E-TGS

FLOODING DETECTION /  
WATER INGRESS MONITORING
Building upon the same components used for E-TGS Tank Gauging System, flooding/water ingress 
detection and monitoring functionality can be provided as an independent or integrated part of 
E-TGS or E-VCS. With electronic pressure sensors, the actual level of sea water inside the hull can be 
reported to the IAS, while a more basic system with floating level switches can indicate the presence 
of water or lack of thereof.  

Example of Tank Gauging System: Clear indication of volume/fill grade in all tanks.

HIGH-LEVEL ALARM
Eltorque offers an Independent High-Level Alarm System that complies with the latest IMO, SOLAS 
and USCG requirements giving 95% and 98% alarms for any relevant tank. 

Independent 

DRAFT / TRIM / LIST 
Inclinometers and pressure sensors can be used to provide draft, trim and list measurements for 
the vessel. 

Measurement 

 Example of Trim, List and Draft for a vessel.

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
Temperature in tanks, pipes, air vents etc. can be presented in the E-VCS Valve Control System or 
Tank Gauging System to enable the operator to perform any relevant actions. 

PUMP CONTROL
Control of pumps is supported from Eltorque E-VCS and/or E-TGS. We can provide any number 
of digital or analog inputs/outputs to pump motor starters/automation system based upon your 
requirements. 

Example of pump control 
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FAILSAFE ACTUATORS 
Our new generation Eltorque actuators are offered with a Failsafe option. This is basically a local 
emergency power source (battery) integrated into the actuator itself together with specially made 
control and monitoring electronics. These actuators provide extended functionality never seen in 
the market before for any type of actuators; in case of main power supply loss, they can enter a 
safe state.

With the possibility to configure different failsafe modes to cope with power loss and -short, as well 
signal break, this represents the next step compared to spring return. Reconfiguration of failsafe 
modes after installation provides another layer of functionality. 

POWER REDUNDANCY IN 
NON-ELECTRICAL ACTUATORS
Any hydraulic or pneumatic actuators can have dedicated power units (oil pump units/air compressor 
units) with dedicated local UPS. Hydraulic based actuators have hand operated portable oil pumps 
available at selected locations.

ALL OTHER SYSTEM 
COMPONENTS
A redundant setup which mixes high-accuracy pressure sensors with digital float switches for any 
liquid level sensing, is a low complexity and low-cost alternative offered. Control signal redundancy 
can be done same as the non-electrical actuators, or it can use the redundant CANopen bus used 
for the electrical actuators.  
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LEADING THE WAY FORWARD
Eltorque believes that going forward, ships need to be, and be built, increasingly smart and cost-
effective. Higher safety requirements will put new demands on products and solutions. Emission 
regulations will put pressure on the ship`s power consumption.

Delivering tailor-made solutions to demanding customers is an important part of the Eltorque 
history. Within the Merchant segment, our goal is to deliver a tried-and-tested, intelligent and 
future-oriented flow control solution. 

The complete flow control solution with vessel specific user-friendly graphics, extension of our own 
systems, integration with any other systems, additional configurations, protocols etc. is always an 
option available to the customer.  

We deliver a fully customizable and robust, yet simplistic flow control solution with all required 
systems and components. We support ship owners, yards and designers to take advantage of the 
latest advanced technologies available, build ships of the future.

Eltorque 

ELTORQUE AS
Julianus Holmsvei 34
7041 Trondheim
NORWAY
+47 7485 5520

Postal address:
ELTORQUE AS
PO Box 3047
7441 Trondheim
NORWAY

info@eltorque.no
sales@eltorque.no
service@eltorque.no

ELTORQUE AS
Verkstedveien 4
7125 Vanvikan
NORWAY
+47 7485 5520

ELTORQUE ULSTEINVIK                        
Stålhaugen 7 
6065 Ulsteinvk
NORWAY
+47 7485 5520

ELTORQUE 
AUTOMATION  XIAMEN 
5/7, Xin Shi Dai Build. No.1
Huli Da Dao, Huli District
Xiamen,
CHINA
+86 592 603900

ELTORQUE ASIA  PACIFIC
246 Macpherson Road
#04-02 Betime Building
SINGAPORE 
Tel: +65 6428 8282

ELTORQUE BERGEN
Sandviksbodene 5
5035 Bergen
NORWAY
+47 7485 5520

ELTORQUE US
3921 SW 47th Ave
Suite 1008
Davie Florida 33314
UNITED STATES
+1 954-541-2714

CONTACT US
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www.eltorque.com

+47 7485 5520
info@eltorque.no


